
Communicate with 
Confidence
Asking a question and sharing what’s on 
your mind, or even telling someone what you 
might want to eat and drink are not luxuries, 
but necessities for life. Let Compass give 
you the confidence that comes through 
clear communication. 

Connect through 
Communication
Communication is about sharing, social-
izing, and connecting with the people most 
important in your life. Compass creates a 
world of possibility for fast and efficient 
communication, providing the largest variety 
of content available in any AAC solution. 
Compass also includes pagesets available 
in English, German, Spanish, Swedish, 
Norwegian, Danish, and Dutch.

Chart Your  
Course
With multiple communication pagesets  
to choose from, including the one-of-a-kind 
Stroke & Brain Injury Persona, you have  
the opportunity to customize Compass  
to your needs. The new Pageset Wizard 
guides you to the communication pageset  
that best supports  your personal  
communication needs. 

While specifically designed for the Tobii Dynavox 
T-Series and I-Series+, Compass is now also 
available as an app for your personal tablet.

Please visit www.tobiidynavox.com to learn more!

T-SeriesI-Series+

Communication Without Compromise!
Compass® is an innovative, flexible, and robust software solution that empowers individuals with  
complex communication needs. 

Tobii Dynavox Compass

www.tobiidynavox.com



All Access Pageset
Designed through extensive research,  

field-testing, and clinical insight, this is the  
first comprehensive communication pageset 

designed to address the unique language  
needs of individuals with Aphasia.

A unique design keeps Communication Tools 
and an array of Topics accessible from any Topic! 

Utilize large visual scenes or a more traditional 
grid of messages for each and customize them 

for all ages and ability levels.

Features a consistent home page with links to all 
of the Topics and Communication Tools. Choose 

to use a visual scene or a more traditional grid 
layout. Appropriate for keyguard users.

Developed by Nancy Inman, Word Power is a core 
word strategy that allows you to combine single 

words into your own phrases and sentences. 
Appropriate for children and adults with a range  

of ability levels.

Centered around core words and provides 
systematic growth with the addition of small 

numbers of new words at each level. Presented 
in various layouts to facilitate development and 

meet access needs, there’s two key options: the 
Fitzgerald Key and Keyboard Core.

Offers communication pages with single words 
and complete messages organized around a 

menu of Topics. Additional Communication Tools 
are consistently available. 

All Access supports the needs of individuals  
who use alternative access methods. This  

pageset is flexible and easily modified for a  
range of communication ability levels and skills.

Navigator is designed for literate teens and adults 
who prefer to use a keyboard and also have 
access to topic specific messages. It can be  

used with a variety of access methods.

Stroke & Brain Injury Persona

NavBar Pageset Master Page Pageset

WordPower®

Core First

Text-based Pageset

Navigator Pageset

Choose the Pageset that is Right for You!
Within the Compass software, a variety of pagesets are available to provide a best-fit for your unique 
communication strengths and needs, as you grow, learn and reach for your goals. Each pageset includes  
fast and powerful editing tools to make personalizing your communication solution quick and easy.

Compass
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